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The meeting viaS called to order at 10.50 a.m. 

STAT:E:JVJENT BY THE CHAIRMAN ON THE OCCASION OF THE SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF 'I'HE 

OCTOBER REVOLuTIOr; 

The CHAIRViliN: Before the Committee proceeds to the consideration of the 

item:3 on its agenda for this morning, I should like to mention that today, 

7 November, the Soviet Union celebrates the sixtieth anniversary of the October 

Revolution and founding of the Soviet State. I congratulate the dele,c:;ation of the 

Sovi2t Union and, through it, the Soviet Government and people on this occasion. 

'Ihe October Revolution has a special place in history. It has world-VIide 

significance. It generated radical changes throughout the \/_,rld; it opened neVI 

horizons for the 'J):TYeSsLd people seeking freedom, independence and social justice. 

I take this opportunity to convey to the Soviet people our good wishes for 

further progress, continued peace and greater achievements. 

AGENDA ITEMS 33, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 

46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53 (continued) 

Mr. ERDEMBILEG (Mongolia) (interpretation from Russian): Today, 

7 November, the Soviet people - that fighting and internationalist people, a 

creative and pioneering people of the first socialist State of the masses in the 

world - together with the whole of progressive mankind is solemnly marking the great 

occasion of the sixtieth anniversary of the Socialist Revolution, which vJas the most 

momentous event of the tVIentieth century. 

This day is of particular significance for the "worl:ing pecple of llongolia too and 

indeed for all those who cherish peace, social progress and disarmament. 

In the course of the recent celebrations in Moscow, the First Secretary of the 

Central Committee of the Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party, the President of 

the Praesid ium of the Great National Khural of the Mongol ian People 1 r'! Republic, 

Comrade Tsedenbal, in his address stated: 

"The call of Red October found a warm response in the hearts of the freedom

loving Mongol ian people. Our people is proud of the historical fact that it \vas 

one of the first to take up the torch of Great October and to rise to the 
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struggle for freedom, independence and happiness. The vast and far-reaching 

changes which have occurred in our ancient homeland and the inspiring prospects .. ·~ 
of the further flourishing of our land are primarily due to the outstanding 

achievements of the workers of Mongolia and the result of their revolutionary 

enthusiasm. At the same time - and we say this with pride - they are the 

fruit of the unbreakable class alliance of the Mongolian people and the working 

class of the Soviet land, the fruit of the tremendous force of international 

friendship of our peoples, and there is no force in the world which could do 

anything to sunder the eternal indissoluble friendship and fraternal union of 

the peoples of Socialist Mongolia and the Soviet Union.rr 

I should like to take this opportunity, on behalf of the Mongolian delegation, 

most warmly to congratulate the delegations of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and the Byelorussian Soviet 

Socialist Republic upon this glorious anniversary, which is a common festive 

occasion to us, and to wish them ever new successes in their fruitful efforts on 

behalf of the triumph of our common ideals. 

Before stating certain views to confirm the position of the Government of 

the Mongolian People's Republic on the contemporary issues of disarmament, I should 

like to make a brief comment of a general nature. Tha main point which, in our 

view, should be particularly stressed here is that, in present circumstances in 

which detente has become a decisive feature of contemporary interLational life, it 

is imperative to strive for further effective measures in bringing the arms race to 

a halt and bringing about disarmament. Thanks to the pioneering efforts of the 

Soviet Union and other socialist countries and all peace-loving State~, important 

steps have been taken towards the consolidation of the results already achieved 

in this direction. 

In the interest of making major progress and important changes in restraining 

the arn:s race and a radical l::ree.k-through in solving the urg~nt problems of 

disarmament, the Soviet Union has come forward Hith some constructive proposals 

uhich have met with widespread support frcm the international community. Fc:rther 

proof of this is the question raised by the Soviet delegation at this session of 

the General Assembly entitled 11 Deepening and consolidation of international detente 

and prevention of the danger of nuclear war11
• As was demonstrated by the 

general debate in the General Assembly and the discussion of that item in our own 
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Committee, the over1rhelming majority of the Jv:embers of the United Nations 

reaffirmed their profound interest in the deepening and developing of the 

positive changes in international life and in consolidating them by 

practical measures in the field of restraining the arms race and bringing about 

disarmament. 
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The Mongolian delegBtion 8lso pointed out thpt the ne11 Soviet LlitiPti"e 

focuses the ettention of the Horld community on the cruciPl prorlem of COlYi:.emporr<ry 

international life. the problem of further deepening the process of internPtionrl 

detente and protecting ml'mldnd from the thre8t of nuclePr v::;r. 

In stressing the position of principle of the Government of the MongoliPn 

People 1 s Republic on the question of detente end dis8rm8irlent, the President. 

Comrade Tsedenba1, at a meeting 11ith the Secretary-General of the United N8tions. 

Mr. Haldheim, during the cour.se of Mr. ltJr ldheim 1 s recent visit to the Mongolian 

People 1 s Republic, stated that the most important t8sl;, of the hour 1ras that of 

deepening detente so as to make it irreversible and extend its effects to all the 

continents of the world, and that a decisive mBterial basis for attaining that goal 

would be a cessation of the arms race and the taldng of concrete practical measures 

in the field of disarmament, together with the development of mutu8lly advantageous 

and equal co-operation among States. 

In the course of the general debate on disarman:ent items, the majority of 

deleg8tions in the Committee have been pointing vli th profound concern to the groving 

rhythm of the arms race, llhich represents a tlueat to intern8tionPl peBce and 

.security. Indeed, we cannot ftdl to note thBt those circles connected uith 

mili t8ry-industrial monopolies, the opponents of detente l"nd dis8nTtAment 8re 

sparing no effort to undermine those meBsures designed to restr8in tl1e Prms rPce 

and to ensure that 8 3tart is mBde on genuine dis~wmF>ment. In t11ose ';ircumstF>nces 

it is the duty of all peace-loving St8tes to redouble their efforts to deepen Pnd 

expand politicBl detente even further so th8t it: mPy be supplemented hy militPry 

implementation of genuine disBrm8ment, primruily thl"t of nucleAr clisPrmPment·. tbPt 

is something which VJa3 clearly 8nd distinctly reflected in Pll ii-s 8spects in the 

.Soviet memorandum on the question of ce8sin,'~ the srms race 8nd on disPrm!'lment. 

Quite recently, the Soviet Union put forll8rd 8 nev. extremely impori:8nt 

initiative which has met vJith vTidespreBd support And 8 f8vourable response from 

public opinion. I have in mind the proposal of the Soviet Union for the 

simultaneous cessation by all States of the manufacture of 811 nucle8r veapons 

which, if it vlere adopted, in our viev vmuld facilitate to R decisive extent a 

cessation of the nuclear arms race and 1vould elimin8te the threat of' nuclear 1rar. 
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Among thcy;e EJ"='::;·sure?. designed to limit the r>nns n~ce, to lJring rlJu'l' 

disarmerr;ent snc1 tc' prevent tl1e tl,re8t cf nltclepr '1·78r, vre should liJ·e +.<J kic·:'·:ligllL 

thec; lile:=<sure:J for tl1e complete snd gener8l prollibition of nucle::.r-'lrenl)On tes~:ing. 

TLe ref1chlng of pn'<ctical decisions rrmde in tbis 8refl vould do ro g12fl1: clenl t'J 

facL"itate the halting of the qualitstive improvemeut of these orn1s eel ww;s 

destruction. 

As vie c:ee it, that purpose C0!:1 be achie7ed by producing an 8pproprinte 

internationsl sgreement prohibiting all mJclesr-vleapons tests by all Strotes 7 

without exceptinn. 

It ·Hill "be recalled th8t in the tallm nov going on the question of control is 

one of the most importont. Hovever, 'l·le should bevmre of complic8ting the issue 

and protracting the adoption of a decision, in particular because the Soviet Union 

submitted to the thirty-first session of the General Assembly s supplementary draft 

treaty VJhich 8llows for the Cftrrying out of verification on the spot on a voluntary 

basis. He warmly 'l·lelcome the nev Rnri important step of the '3oviet Union, vhich has 

expressed j_ts v1illingness to coree to an agreement that, slang vrith the prohil!ition 

of all nuclef1r-veRpons tests for s definite period, a mon<toriurr1 lJe declflred on 

nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes. We should like to express the hope th8t 

the adding of this neVI element to the alre8dy well-lmmm propos81 for tl1e 

est8blishment of 8. morstorium, in Bcsreement VJith the United Stf'lte 3 ADd t:be United 

Kingdom, for s specific period of tin:e on underground tests of nuclel'lr ''7e:•pons 

even before the remsining nucle8r Pouers become p8rties to 8 future trero i~Y, ·Hill 

lead to agreement at an e8rly date upon the text of tlle TreBty. It should be 

stressed particularly th8t for the final solution of this problem a mPjor condition 

rem8ins - BS it does indeed throughout the realm of nucle8r dis8rrnBment - the 

absolute necessity for the psrticipation of 811 States possessing nucle8r IJePpons. 

I should like to point out that the tasl<:: of strengthening the regime 

governing the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons is one vlhich is sssuming even 

~reater urgency. The performance of that task is made more difficult by the fsct 

that two nuclear Pmrers and a number of so-called near-nuclear States are not yet 

parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Furthermore, the problem is msde more 

difficult because of the intention of the racist regime of the Republic of South 

Africa, \Tith the co-operation of certain vTestern States, to acquire the nuclear 

VJea:pon. That is a naked challenge on the part of South Africa; uhich not only 

intensifies the danger of the spread of nuclear w·eapons, but also vTill lead to a 
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sharp ex8cerb8tion of the situ8tion in southern Afric1=1 l'lnd is frF>ugbt -vrith the 

gravest possible consequences for intermttiom'll pe::Jce tmd securi cy. Hh::Jt ue need 

Bre the concerted efforts of all States to prevent the Republic of South Afric::1 

from acquiring nuclear weapons, and in thet, 8n important role cen and must be 

play~d by the United Nations. 

We should also like to point out thHt something ullich l'letrrants the most careful 

attention and consideration is the idea of preparing a new report on nuclear 

veapons, an idea put forward in the report of the Secretary-General on the -vrorl( 

of the United Nations in 1977 (A/31/1). 

In the work of easing the threat of nuclear war and halting the nuclear arms 

race the Strategic Arms Limitation Tallm bet1,reen the Soviet Union and the United 

States are of decisive importance. Obviously, the successful conclusion of those 

talks, in particular with regard to producing a ne-v1 agreement on the limitation of 

offensive strategic armaments, would largely depend on the extent to which the 

principle of equality and equal security is observed. 

V!e are encouraged by the progress -vrhich has been achieved in narrowing the 

difference betvreen the sides, and this is something vrhich may facilitate further 

progres,s in this important matter. 

I should lil<:e particularly to stress the present relevF>nce of tl1e question 

of the prohibition of the development and manufacture of neF types of vel'lpons of 

mass destruction Bnd new systems of such -vreBpons. We hold the vievr thl'lt tl1e ti111e 

has come to m1'd\.e a start on B more specific considerl'ltion of this que,~tion, -vrith 

a viev to achieving a universally acceptBble intern8tion8l 8greement which -vrould 

ban any activities on the part of States connected with the cre8tion of new forms 

of weapons of mass destruction. Our experience hBs confirmed th8t in present 

circumstances, with the absence of any limit8tions at 811 on the use of the 8dV8nces 

in science and technology for military purposesJ new forms of weapons of mass 

destruction could emerge at any time. In other words, the more far-reaching will 

their pernicious effects be~ their impact may even exceed that of chemical or 

bacteriological weapons. 
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It is 1wrth while recalling that not all that long ago here in this 

Committee, when the discussion began on this item, there 11ere people heard 

saying that it was impossible to ban something vhich did not actually exist. 

\Te also heard the view that it was very complicated to produce a definition of 

a ne-1-1 v7eapon. However, the facts have confirmed that the idea of creating 

radiological v7eapons was not an idea that begsn yesterday, and it was not only 

today that the world began to witness attempts to em1)arl;: upon the production of 

cruise missiles and the neutron bomb. Furthermore, attempts are being made to 

represent such an inhumane weapon as the rjeut1:r-J1J comb as a veapon vi th a 

clean effect and a humane character. Such heights of hypocrisy have aroused a 

wave of alarm and indignation among peace-loving peoples 11ho categorically oppose 

the manufacture and the deployment in \!estern Europe of this monstrous means 

of the mass destruction of people. 

For that reason the task of the timely adoption of preventive measures 

is something which has become a matter of acute urgency, measures designed to 

serve as a reliable barrier against the ernere;ence of ne11 ty:pes of systems of 

weapons of mass destruction. He are convinced that the achievement of a new 

international agreement on this question is entirely possible provided that we 

can have a spirit of realism and a mobilizing of the political will and efforts 

of all States, particularly all major States in the military sense. 

The Mongolian delegation would like to see soon D1ore concrete results in 

talks on this item in the Conference cf the Committee on Disarmament. A good 

basis for this could be the supplemented draft agreement submitted by the Soviet 

delegation on the prohibition of the development and n,anufacture of new types of 

v1eapons cf 1:.ass destruction and nPI-7 systems of sur·h v7eapons, vlhich takes into 

account the useful ideas and points put funmrd t,y a number of rlelega tion.s in the 

Conference of the Corrmittee on Disarmament. 

I should like to mention the importance of ne11 fixed elements in this draft. 

First of all, underlying the concretization of the subject of the prohibition, 

there are the decisive factors involved in it vlhich take into account current 

requirements and tasks in the field of disarrnament. Furthermore, with an 

all-embracing approach, provision is made for the addition of a specific list of 

nev: forms of weapons that are canned, a list vlhich in future, as the need arises, 

can be supplemented. Finally, a less flexible approach to the problem was 
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reflected in the special annex to the draft e.greement which prc.vides for the 

possiri2.i ty of the conclusion of separate agreements on any g:Lven concrete 

new types and systems of weapons of mass dRstruction. As we u~derstand the 

matter, the harmonizing of vie>rs on partial measures in this area should not 

serve as an impediment to the conclusion of a general agreement on the 

prohibition of the development and manufacture of new types and systems 

of weapons of mass destruction. 

The Mongolian delegation believes it advisable for the General Assembly 

to appeal to all States to refrain from any action liable to make more difficult 

international talks ai1 ed at producing an Rgreement or agreements to 

prevent the use of advances in science and technology for the creation of nevr 

forms and systems of weapons of mass destruction. The genuine possibility for 

the producing of such agreements WRS convincingly demonstrnted by something 

approved at the last session of the Genernl Assembly and opened 

for signature by its States Members, which was the Convention on the 

Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environrrental Modification 

Techniques (resolution 31/72). 

Mongolia, vrhich was one of the first to sign this convention, views it 

as an important step towards the halting of the anus race and the taking of 

effective disarmament measure~and particularly steps aimed at preventing the 

emergence of new means of mass destruction. The important thing now is for 

this convention to become ~niversal. 

In the question of prohibiting chemical weapons vre tal1:e as our principal 

point of departure the fact that ••hat should underlie it and the solution to 

it should be a comprehensive approach, that is, the achievement of agreement 

on the effective prohibition of the production, manufacture and stockpiling 

of all forms of chemical weapons and their total destruction. Such a 

constructive approach would serve the end of eliminating from the arsenals 

of States chemical means of mass destruction and would be a genuine measure 

in the realm of disarmament. 
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On the other hand) vle note that there have been some imrJOrto.nt >?dvo.nc(-;s 

in the bilateral Soviet-_._merican talks. In the tall:.s in the CCD \le :c:Jls·.:.; see 

a general agreement taking shape vitll regard to the definition of t.l1e scope of the 

prohibition on the basis of the criterion of the purpose as is IJroviderl frjr 

in the draft convention sulJmi ttecl by the Socialist countries in 197;:·. \ie 

ho-iJe that efforts >·lill then be tal~en tmmrds the earliest :possiule a (;te.inrnent 

of agreewent on a system of control to 'rJe ba.sed on nationBl ne8ns oi' 

detection and identificatiun • 

.• s the Committee 11ill 1·ecall) the Soviet Union and other socialist 

;3tates have demonstrated flexibility vlith regarc1 to tlle wetllod of cr,utrol 

'lith the use c·f sppropriate international procedures in addi ticn to na ti0llf1l 

means of verification. Our assumption on this is that such a ruetlv•CI uf 

control vould not lJe allm1ed tc, affect the sovereign rights and the intere::; ts 

of the national security of eacll State. In our view, the important tl1ing 

ncn1 is a political solucion to this urgent l'roblew. 
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It will be recalled that as a result of the conference held in Geneva in 

June of this year to review the Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement on 

the Sea-Bed and Ocean Floor and Subsoil thereof of Nuclear ~leapons and Other 

Types of lleapons of Mass Destruction, a number of important recommendations were 

adopted. The delegation of the Mongolian People's Republic considers that the 

General Assembly should support the final Declaration adopted unanimously by 

the Conference, which in particular addresses an appeal to States that have 

not yet become parties to the Treaty and in particular to States which possess 

nuclear weapons or any other types of weapons of mass destruction to become 

parties to it as soon as possible. This would be an important contribution 

to the strengthening of international confidence. 

The next logical step supported by the Conference was the continuation of 

earnest, conscientious efforts to achieve further measures leading to the total 

demilitarization of the sea-bed and ocean floor. 

At this session of the General Assembly an active discussion is going on 

on the question of preparations for the forthcoming special session of the 

General Assembly to be devoted to disarmament questions. That is only natural. 

In our view, the special session should perform the task of formulating 

fundamental provisions and principles for talks on disarmament and to determine 

priority tasks upon which the efforts of States should be concentrated. That 

was the principle guiding the Mongolian delegation when on 7 September 1977 it, 

along with other socialist countries, sponsored in the Preparatory Committee 

for the Special Session working documents relating to the fundamental 

provisions of the Declaration and Programme of Action on Disarmament 

(A/ AC .187/81 and 82). These >rorking documents, which duly take into account 

the views expressed and points made by many States, are in our view a good 

basis for harmonizing views and coming to agreement on the final documents of 

the special session. We hope that in the time remaining the work of the 

Preparatory Committee will be further marked by its constructiveness and 

businesslike approach to the achievement of universally accepted agreement on 

the itEms under discussion. 

The Mongolian delegation takes a favourable view of the inclusion in the 

agenda of the special session of the item on the convening of a world disarmament 
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conference. He see such a conference as an authoritative international forum 

well quahfied to consider the whole range of disarmament questions and to tal~e 

effective decisions thereon. On this basis, we believe it necessary in the 

future to continue intensifying the work of the Special Committee for the Horld 

Disarmament Conference. There can be no doubt that consistent efforts on the 

part of all peoples to limit the arms race and to bring about disarmament and 

the taking of practical measures in this vi tal area vdll promote the attainment 

of the ultimate goal, complete and general disarmament, and the establishment of 

lasting peace throughout the world. 

Mr. ALBORNOZ (Ecuador) (interpretation frcffi Spanish): Mr. Chairman, 

since this is the first time I have spoken in this Committee I am very happy 

to congratulate you, the two Vice-Chairmen and the Rapporteur. Your ability 

and your devotion are guarantees of the success of the 1wrk of the present 

session. 

There is no field of action in the United Nations in vrhich progress is 

more to be desired than that of disarmament, since disarmament implies the 

strengthening of peace and the encouragement of economic and social development. 

\fuen he addressed the General Assembly during the general debate, the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs of Ecuador stated that: 

ttit is in the area of general and complete disarmament that the 

United Nations commitment to improve conditions for mankind is of the 

greatest importance; yet it is also the area where the least progress 

has been registered.tt (A/32/PV.9, p. 4-5) 
Speaking of the impressive world expenditure on armaments, he added: 

ttThe arms race, both nuclear and conventional, is an expensive 

aberration whose price, paid in terms of lives and universal 

regression is the senseless offering that manl\:ind mal\:es to death and 

destruct3-on. tt (Ibid.) 

The question is how countries may try to reduce their armaments in 

accordance with the fundamental desires of the international community and at 

the same time counter the danger of the complacency, with all its grave 

dangers to mankind, that might come about if years go by without any concrete 

progress being achieved. 
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The complete prohibition of all nuclear-weapons tests, the prohibition of 

the development, production, and stockpiling of chemical weapons, the 

prohibition of environmental modification techniques for hostile purposes, the 

banning of new forms of mass destruction, the limitation of conventional 

~reapons - all are desirable and not necessarily impossible targets. 

The action to be undertal~en depends on the awareness of certain sovereign 

States of their primary duty to mankind arising from their prominence in 

history, their great combined wealth and their armed strength all over the 

vorld. 
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If we are already saying that the two super-Pmvers alone have accumulated 

enough destructive power to liquidate 100,000 million human beings, which is 

25 times the present population of our world, it is obvious that the 

question of disarmament must be of unanimous interest to all mankind_, since 

nothing unites people more than a ccn.mon danger. 

We must channel our hopes now towards the special session of the General 

Assembly and its Programme of Action on Disarmament uhich, I might as uell 

say here and now, is not expected to be a panacea but a process that is to 

begin by adopting positive measures in order to counteract the scepticism 

that is starting to gain ground among the majority of peoples of the 

international community. Thus we wish to voice our support and our 

acknowledgement to Mr. Carlos Ortiz de Rozas for the admirable vrork 

he has been doing in presiding over the Preparatory Committee for the special 

session of the General Assembly. 

\le must break the deadlock in disarmament talks and develop a strategy 

in this matter. ~1e trust that this will be the main substance of the final 

document of the special session, apart from the declaration, the importance 

of vrhich we do not under-estimate. ile believe that just as important as the 

Programme of Action will be the machinery for disarmament negotiations so 

that once and for all we may be able to reach solutions that have been a1vai ted 

over so many years of discussion. 

We also trust that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) 

vThich for many years has had before it as a priority i tern the task of 

drafting a treaty prohibiting all nuclear-weapons tests, will contribute 

positively to the work of the special session of the General Assembly devoted 

to disarmament, thus concluding that task successfully in the course of its 

next session which is due to begin on 31 January 1978. In many of the 

resolutions adopted by the General Assembly we have pressed for the need to 

conclude this treaty to which we attach importance. My delegation, as well 

as many other delegations, believes that that such a ban -.wuld constitute 

the most effective measure to put an end to the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons both vertically and horizontally. \1e would venture to hope that the 
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tripartite negotiations irctking rlc.ce on this matter will 1::8 

successful vithin a reasonable I•erirJd of time thus allowing the CCD 

to prepare a treaty on the general and complete prohibition of nuclear 

tests before the eighth special session of the General Assembly on 

disarmament. 

'.Fe must point out that those countries that are in the majority, namely 

those that are not nuclear-1veapon States, have been very gratified at certain 

recent events such a c• u. the declaration of President Carter in the United 

Nations on the readiness of the United States to limit and reduce nuclear 

-vreapons on a reciprocal basis by 10 per cent, 20 per cent, or 50 per cent; 

the fact that the th:e has cc,me to put an end to all explosions 

of nuclear devices for -vrhatever reason) whetter peaceful or military; 

the possi1Uity that fuel cycles will he handled safely on a 

c;lobal basis, and the declaration not to use nuclear weapons ex~ept in the 

case of self-defence. 

Another event -vras the statement by the Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union; 

Mr. Ardrei Gromyko, when in this General Assembly he said: 

rr... under an arrangement 1vi th the United States and Great Britain 

we have consented to suspend underground nuclear-weapon tests for a 

certain period of time even before the other nuclear Povrers accede 

to the future treaty.n (A/32/PV.B, p. 73-75) 

There is also an acknovrledged detente in the international atmosphere that 

has overcome the dangers of the cold war and is beginning to pave the 

way to concrete negotiations. 

There is the fact that the SALT talks continue within their framework 

of negotiation, and may I say that we hope that both parties vrill be able 

to submit encouraging results to the world during the special session of 

the General Assembly on disarmament. 

Furthermore, there is the recent declaration by the Soviet Union of its 

readiness to come to an agreement or a moratorium covering both nuclear 

explosions for peaceful purposes and a total ban on all nuclear-weapon tests 

for a given period. 
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It is also imperative that we obtain an effective ban on the production 

and stockpiling of all chemical weapons, yet here again the results expected 

have not been achieved. Besides, with terrifying calm, we, the other 

countries are told that a nuclear '1ar may not have such grave consequences, 

which would imply that brainwashing of a psychological nature has begun, 

surrounded by the orchestration of all the modern methods of swaying world 

public opinion. The truth of the matter is that the multiplication of all 

these weapons and their incessant progress proves that the greater Powers are 

still preparing themselves for a pre-emptive strike under optimum conditions 

despite it having been proved ad nauseum that no country will really win a 

nuclear war. 

The situation has reached such a point that the eruption of a nuclear 

l1olocaust that might wipe out our entire civilized systems becomes more 

probable every day. But year after year we hear the warnings and the appeals 

of the majority left unanswered by the minority so far as action is concerned. 

In the ratio of expenditure between nuclear and conventional weaponry 

in the world we are impressed by the size of the investments that are made 

which bear no relation whatever to the dangers inherent in one or other type 

of weaponry so far as the destructive potential of nuclear weapons is concerned. 

It is there, therefore, that the most urgent imperative lies. Of course, of 

the world's expenditure on armaments a mere 20 per cent is spent by the 

developing nations, of which 1.5 per cent is accounted for by Latin America. 

Here I should stress the need to make one point very clear regarding that 

proportion of conventional weapons needed to maintain the domestic security 

of each State. vlliere the greatest danger, the greatest production, the 

greatest squandering and the greatest need for immediate action are to be 

found becomes clear, namely among the great Powers where disarmament might 

be easier from a political standpoint. 
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_4nclib::c' eli c;c1uieting aspect is that of a possible ':Tar by miscalculation. 

tiJt::L'C: bave l t:eu more than 100 nuclear accidents 11hich have taken place since the 

':::lld r)f tllcc :c'econd \.forld Har. The danger of an even greater accident that 1-rill 

lead to £111 E:~;cha11ge of nuclear attacks is daily greater and Hith nuclear 

prolifera t:i or, tlk day nmy not be far off when these veapons may be turned to 

r,rjva Le cJt_;c,l<-::i es of violence and terrorism vith all che consel}uences likely 

to ensue, end c::vconts uould go from tl1e ap:r;arently innocuous field of science 

ficLi:-"ll Lu tllee tragic aual'"ening of an annihilated ,,Janldnd. 

'Ilms ue a ;'E: gra t.ified that the Soviet Unj on has signed agreet,tents ui th 

,-,l_;t<C:l' nnclf:£ir Po\Tel'S on tlle prevention of an accidental outbreak of nuclear 

','L;l'. 
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vfuat is serious, however, is that the smaller countries are even more 

affected by the danger than the lal'f:Ser Powers. We cannot consider as adequate 

the present system of the balance of terror which is the only espect that 

contains an element of moderation shown among the great nuclear Powers. 

If we reject an armed solution to conflicts and if we seek peaceful 

settlement to disputes, then disarmament is a legal and political imperative 

which will, in the longer run, benefit a world that can live in peace. 

The problem of the transfer of weapons has many connotations apart from 

that of accumulation of huge profits on the part of the merchants of death, 

whether these be States, transnational corporations or private individuals. 

Although very often they assume roles that seem to be peace-making, they still 

continue to arm the weak or try to leave others unarmed, but all this against 

a background of advocating and encouraging skirmishes that are so many other 

ways of getting more profits and postponing the economic and social 

improvement of the needy of the world. 

The cessation of all nuclear-weapons tests, regardless of the environment 

in which they take place, is one of the standing and permanent dreams of 

mankind, because of the danger inherent in them to the health and even the survival 

of present and future generations; it therefore is imperative that some 

agreement be formalized that, once and for all, will prohibit such tests. 

Furthermore, since the threat spreed into the atmosphere and the resources, 

particularly the resources of the sea, we have constantly stressed the need 

to suspend all types of nuclear-weapons tests, particularly those that are 

carried out in the Pacific Ocean. 

Bd, U w2 wad t.::J proceed in good fa~_th and gocdvlill, the prohibition of 

all nuclear-weapons tests must go together with the firm commitment not to 

develop or manufacture new types or systems of weapons of mass destruction. 

Otherwise, we would gain nothing if the relief that would follow a complete 

cessation of nuclear-weapons tests were to be interrupted by the accelerated 

desire to produce increasingly murderous weapons, some possessing the 

sarcastic benefit of respecting material goods, whilst overlooking the more 

positive aspect of human life. 
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The efforts of the international :c n.lJJUL-'_ ty, however, must not cease in 

the nuclear field. They must also tend to put an end to the arm~ race as far 

as conventional weapons are concerned. The replacement of so-called 

obsolete equipment by highly sophisticated weapons is certainly no contribution 

to the creation of a spirit of understanding. On the contrary, it merely 

creates walls of justified competition. Any shattering 8f the 

balance becomes an implicit threat that forces a search for new ratios in the 

relative talance of fcrc~8, and eoch State is forced legitimateJy 

to seek its own security although at the costly price of increasing the 

po~sibility of conflicts and thus delaying the economic and social development 

of their respective peoples. 

Ecuador fully shares and participates in the Declaration of Ayacucho 

signed, in 1974, by eight Latin American countries, and in it each and every 

one of these countries committed itself rrto encourage and to give support 

to the setting up of a permanent order of peace and international co-operation 

and to create conditions that will allow of an effective limitation of 

weapons and put an end to their purchase for offensive war-1 ike purposesn, and 

to devote all available resources to the economic and social development of 

Latin America. 

MY country, as a State party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and the 

Treaty of Tlatelolco, must vievl with great concern the devastating consequences 

that might flow to mankind as a whole and to the maintenance of international 

peace ard security if nuclear weapons were to be developed in other areas of 

the world that are potential arenas of possible outbreaks of hostility. Thus, 

we trust that all bilateral and multilateral efforts will be made in order 

to avoid any catastrophic imbalance that v1ould flow from the existence of 

such weapons in such areas. 

The creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones and zones of peace are just so 

many farms of progress in Hhich States that are not nuclear-weapon States and 

that are the majority of the v1orld could co-operate. 

Thus, my country is very gratified that the United States, the United 

Kingdom, France and China are parties to Additional Protocal II of the 

Treaty of Tlatelolco. Furthermore, the United States has subscribed to 
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Additional Protocol I in May of this year and has announced that measures are 

being taken to ratify it. Fith other ccmntries, vie 'rlish to express ,-;nr 

hope that France also will sign and ratify Additional Protocol I of the 

Treaty of Tlatelolco. And in item 41 of our agenda, we are among those 

countries that plead with the Soviet Union in turn to sign and ratify 

Additional Protocol II to that same Treaty. 

Ecuador is concerned over the proliferation of nuclear weapons of all 

tyi)es. ~lhilst on the one hand we are gratified at seeing science develop 

as far as scientific discoveries and technological application are concerned, 

we cannot overlook the fact that the accumulation of the waste material of 

nuclear uses does constitute a potential danger that can in due course 

be the means of war-like nttack and nuclear outbreaks. 

However, as our Foreign Minister stated a short while ago, Ecuador is 

aware of the problems of energy limitations that affect the world today and of 

the fact that an accumulative projection of such deficits may occur in the 

future. And so we are very interested in the proposals of the Secretary-General 

for a study of the technical aspects of this factor of human progress. On a 

non-discriminatory basis and respecting a full and complete system of 

safeguards by the international organizations competent and specialized in the 

subject, all countries have the full right to take advantage of the peaceful 

uses of nuclear energy far development. Therefore, we have to strengthen the 

system of safeguards of the International Atomic Energy Agency,set up pursuant 

to the provisions of the Non-ProJ iferation TYE:aty that I mentioned, v1hic:1 

have ~o effectively been helping the developing countries in many different 

fields of the utilization of nuclear energy for constructive and peaceful purposes. 

It has been said that today the international community is confrcmted by 8 

dramatic choice: the dest~uction of its spiritual and cultural heritage amassed 

over so many centuries, if the spectre of a nuclear cataclysm were to 

materializej or the preservation of that enormous and tremendous treasure r"ouse, 

if we bow to right and justice, if we accept a peaceful solution to disputes, 

and if we renounce the use of force in international relations. These are the 

targets on which we have based our constructive steps, targets which we must 

achieve in a noble and honest process, which is the basic way of tackling the 

most fundamental subject that underlies the entire system of the United Nations, 

namely, disarmament. 
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sroea~~j_ li[.; for ~lF :·..;_ ::'.'~ time in this Committee, I should li'~e +-.- convey my 'tlcHm 

cc,rcg:n• rulo.ti·~w:; rc, yuu, cur rli'.'tinguished brotllt::l·, and also to the other 

officers an:1 t:o B ssure you of the co-operation of my delegatiun. 

TLere it; really no need to stress once again the profound concern of the 

internatior:::J.1 coru1iJUr1ity at the balance of terror and the fl'cuL;ied arC'ls 

1·ace vllicl! tlle super-Pmvers are engaging in, t[-,,, colossal expenditures 

resulting from tllis to the detriment of resources vrhich should be devoted to 

economic ::tnJ social development and the grovring importance today of d isarmnm~nt 

ite:ms in -L1'tr:rnati.cmal relations. After all, our Ccrr_mlttFOE· hEls been 

devotinG; i_L-r::-'t exclusively to disarmament questions, vrith 17 items on its 

agenda, seven of vrhich relate to nuclear disarmament. 

Is there any need to recall the recent creation of the TTnited Nations 

Disarmament Centre and the convening next year of a special session of the 

General '_ssembly devoted to d isarmatnPnt 1UPStions, following ;:.-, 

decision taken by consensus. He see a favourable sign in this return to the 

United Nations. 

Of course, quite rightly, several delegations have mentioned and expressed 

their gratification at the progress made in the course of multilateral 

negotiations vrhich are going on elsevrhere in the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament (CCD) and also the bilateral Gonsnltetions bEtween the Soviet Union 

fl.nd the Uni t~=-d States of An:ericfl on strategi~ armaments and the current trilateral 

talks bet-vreen the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States on the 

total prohibition of nuclear tests. Hswever J the parti.al mPM.sures 'dh ich 

are about to ce edopted in spPcific areas of dis Armament Rh~uld i_n 8Ur viev/ 

all form part of 9 (SlobAl strategy. 

Since the thirty-first session the objectives vre are aiming at have 

become clearer. The major military Povrers seem to be abandoning a 

measure of their reluctance. Small and medium-sized countries, particularly 

developing countries, are succeeding in heightening the consciousness of the 

rest of the international community with regard to their own concern for the 

peace and security of their areas; and the idea of the link betvreen disarmament 

and development is more markedly being conceded by a number of countries. 
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In spite :Jf a situation 1.,rhich remains very alarming, the heightened 

consciousness which permitted the consensus on the cnnvent~~ of the special 

session ref'lects a sufficiently favourable development in the approach to the 

complex problems of disarmament to win some pessimists over to the camp of the 

cautious optimists. It is important to highlight the need to reassign to the 

United Nations its essential role, that of ma tnt a ining interr:aticma:'_ :r;:ence 

and security and hence one of its paramount objectives, that of disarmament. 

My delegation has already supported recommendations aimed, inter alia, 

at improving the -vrorking methods of our Committee, strengthening the 

resources of the United Nations Secretariat and endowing our Organization 

with an increased capacity in the field of information and research. My 

delegation will continue, as it has in the past, to support any initiative 

aimed at strengthening the United Nations in the field of disarmament. 

Last year my country supported the idea of convening a special session of 

the General .· .s sembly as something which could provide a framework where the 

majority of small and medium-sized countries, developing countries, would be 

able to participate on an equal footing in the search for a solution to a 

problem 'f I :,e greR.test concern to all, the responsibility for 

which rests with the major military Powers, and particulR.rly the tH8 

nuclear s~;_per-Powers. The session should also mark a l~nrning ]Joiut 

in international relations and mal<;:e possible a reassessment and a redefinition 

of relations between States which geo-political develo:r::ments ar.c'l technclcgi.cFtl 

advanrP3 nake inevitable. 

Furthermore, this session should constitute a point of departure in the 

international process of negotiation and decision-making with a view to 

bringing about general and complete disarmement under effective international 

control. It should not be allowed to remain an outstanding but isolated event. 

Indeed, it should constitute a landmark along the arduous and long road to 

disarmament. 
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I should 1 i.ke to support the proposal made here by Vrrs. Inga 'Ihorsson of 

Sweden_, for the convening of a second special session of the General Assembly 

devoted to disarmament, after a period of three to five years. This is a 

long-term undertaking requiring continuity. We have no illusions about the 

difficulty of this undertaking. The hopes aroused by the special session do 

not succeed in dispelling the many serious reasons for concern for which 

concrete measures should be sought. 

The risks of proliferation, both horizontal and vertical, of nuclear 

weapons, the prohibition and e~ildnation of which Tunisia considers a matter 

of highest priority, should not cause us to forget that the arms race has led 

to an extremely dangerous reduction in the gap between nuclear and conventional 

weapons, whose destructive power and accuracy is growing ceaselessly. 

Another aspect of the arms race to which we draw the attention of the 

Committee at its thirty-first session, on which we believe it worth while 

to revert, is that of the arms trade in developing countries, which threatens 

regional stability and jeorcrdizcs our efforts to establish a more just 

international economic order. The industrialized supplier countries find 

in this a very advantageous market. The importing developing countri.es, 

in their turn, are embarking upon an insensate arms race in order to acquire 

conventional weapons very likely to be used to settle regional conflicts. 

=f this nefarious trend continues, the countries most reluctant to arm 

themselves to the detriment of their development needs, will be forced to 

do so. We, in Tunisia, are therefore ready to consider with "interest any 

r"'alistic proposal likely to contribute to the search for an equitable 

solution at the level of regional disarmament. The problem of security for 

medium-sized and small countries - and I am thinking in particular of those 

which have signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty - is a serious one, and 

measures to strengthen this security should be adopted. These States, taking 

into consideration particularly the needs of the developing countries, are 

entitled to derive full benefits from the advantages of the peaceful use of 

nuclear energy. 
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My delegation is therefore studying with great interest and sympathy the 

draft resolution submitted by Finland in document A/C.l/32/L.3 on the report 

of the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

It is a fact that the countries which have had to suffer from the effects 

of conflicts with which they were not concerned, are more deliberately 

motivated than others to see mankind use technology for constructive purposes 

likely to result in a higher level of well-being for all. Tunisia, for its 

part, is ready to support any proposal from nuclear or non-nuclear countries, 

whether industrialized or developing, beneficial to the long-term interests 

of the world community as a whole and in keeping with the principles of 

our Charter • 
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The activities of the Nordic countries on different aspects of disarmament 

seem to us to be particularly praiselvorthy. 

MY delegation reserves its right to speak again >vhen the draft 

resolutions to be submitted to us are introduced. 

At this stage of our work, I should like to recall that, at the same 

time as the progressive and continuous action to be undertaken - and which 

must be undertaken - towards disarmament, the elimination of the deep-lying 

causes which generate tension and of anachronistic causes of conflict and 

flagrant inequalities which are the sources of instability remains the 

foundation of international peace and security. Only if the major nuclear 

Powers shoulder their responsibilities properly and effectively and if we 

have the genuine participa_tion of all vrill it be possible to engender the 

international confidence without which technical solutions would be of only 

relative significance. 

Mr. CAMARA (Guinea.) (interpretation from French): Mr. Chairman, 

I should like to join the speakers who ha:ve already congratulated you, an 

erainent representative of Ghana, a country vlith which my own, the Republic 

of Guinea., enjoys special ties of friendship, on your unanimous election 

to the high post of Chairman of our important Committee. I vrish also 

most warmly to congratulate the other officers of the Committee, the two Vice-Chairmen 

and the Rapporteur. The dynamic ano_ highly skilled team that :)rou constitute in our 

CoDmittee is a guarantee of the successful outcome of the very divE-rse and complex 

uork Hith the conduct of u~1icl1 you have IJeen entn,sted. 

lfy delegation, speaking so late in this de~Jate on such a ti.mely 

matter a.s disarmament, wished to limit itself 

6 Oct~er in the General Assembly, in which I 

of t~1e Repuolic of Guinea. 

to its declaration of 

stated on its behalf the position 

Hi th regard to the subject nmv under discussion, I said the following: 

ttpeace and security remain the concern of all peoples; hence the 

Republic of Guinea once again declares that disarmament is a matter 

of concern to all our States. Hence, we unreservedly support the 

initiative to convene, in May 1978, a special session of the General Assembly 
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I·Thich will constitute a step towards the convening of a world disarmament 

conference. But any logical disarmament must necessarily be based on 

respect for the desire of peoples to rid themselves of imperialist 

domination. This of necessity implies the elimination of any subordinate 

relationships, the abolition of colonialism and exploitation and the 

building of a just economic order. 

"Hence, any measures taken to bring about detente and co-operation 

in .e;urope and in America can be effective only if they are applied to the 

other continents. Unfortunately, we see that, more and rnore, imperialism 

is fanning hotbeds of tension in Africa, the Middle East and in the 

Indian Ocean." (A/32/PV.23, pp. 14-15) 

That is to say, the Republic of Guinea, lvhich remair..s deeply attached 

to the realization of general and complete disarmament, believes that 

tlnt solution alone uill allou u.s to achieve tru.e peace. Hence my delegation 

\·Till support any proposal aimed at having all countries participate in 

the consideration and the solution of this problem. 

The imperative need of today - to put e.n end to tl1e a:rt:rs race and reverse 

~-.lll:o t:,'end to a:rmc;u,rents .. is the e.rc1ent desire of all peoples attached to peo.ce, 

justice and freedom. Disal'rae.ment has at last becor;re e. t<mtter of universo.l 

concern. 

In his report on the work of the Organization the Secretary-General of 

the United Nations quite rightly stated that 

" ... the United Nations cannot hope to function effectively on the 

basis of the Charter unless there is major progress in the field of 

disarmament. Without such progress world order based on collective 

responsibility and international confidence cannot come into being. 

The question of disarmament lies at the heart of the problem of 

internatior1al order, for, in an environment dominated by the 

international arms race, military and strategic considerations tend to 

shape the over-all relations between States, affecting all other 

relations and transacti ns and disturbing the economy." (A/32/l, p. 12) 
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As we belong to the group of non-aligned and developing countries, 

my statement will be based in part on agende. item 33 on the econcmic and 

socie.l consequences of the armaments race. 

I shall not dwell at length on recalling the close link between 

disarmament and economic development. That subject has been inscribed on 

the agenda since the twenty-fourth regular session of the General Assembly. 

J11deed) operative paragraph 6 of resolution 26o2 .!.!; (XXIV), which was ado~Yted 

at that session, recommended, inter alia, 

" ••• that consideration be given to channelling a substantial part of 

the resources freed by measures in the field of disarmament to promote 

the economic development of developing countries ••• ". 

Nine years have elapsed since that resolution was adopted and no 

military ~:md.:set has been reduced with a view to helping developing regions. 

On the contrary, all of science, all of man's genius is devoted to 

research for the most murderous means of destruction end tlle mc.nufactm'e aDd 

stockpiling of the most sophisticated veapons. This unrestrained arms 

rece is still keeping ti1ankind in a vrar psychosis anc.~ States in the mL~tual distrust 

of one another that led to the cold 1rar uhich characte:tizes relations 

among the Pmrers that are largely responsible for pe2..ce or var in 

the vmrld. Hence the stockpiling of both nuclear and conventional >reapons 

has become one of the most dangerous aspects of international relations. 
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So far as my country is concerned) the Republic of Guinea cBnnot 8ccept the 

fact that billions of dollars are spent annually on armameni,s, 'i>Jhile the uorld of 

today has to endure watching millions of human iJeine_;s suft\::r fo:L' lacl: of honsiu3, 

clothes and food, even the basic minimum necessary to live in dignity 8s human 

beings, when we, as Members of the United Nations, collectively undertook to prcwote 

a higher standard of living, full employment and conditions of economic and social 

progress and development for the international community. 

Quite clearly, there is a flagrant contradiction bet-vreen what -vre say Bnd 

what we do. 

To cite the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr. Kurt v78ldheim, those 

contradictions are laid bare in the following stl'1ternent: 

"For severBl years annual -vrorld militBry expenditure has been Bbout 

$300 billion. By contrast the vlorld Health OrganizBtion hao spent Bbout 

$83 million over 10 years to eradicate smsllpox in the world - A sum 

insufficient to buy one modern supersonic bomber. ThAt orgBnizBtion's 

programme for eradicating mRlBria Bt Bn estiJUBted cost of $Li-50 million - l'Rl:f 

of what is spent daily for military purposes - is drBgging for lBcl~ of funds." 

(A/32/1, pp. 12-13) 
In the same way, the substantial aid of $6 billion called for by the countries 

producing raw materials to compensate them for the loss of income from the export 

of raw materials is refused. Is it possible to conceive of a new international 

economic order which will give the non-oil-exporting developing countries 

substantial help_ while at the same time denying those countries a stable income? 

The answer is no. 

It is those outstanding facts, apart from many others, that lead my delegation 

to deplore the fact that no progress has been made on the question of disarmament 

and that there has been no releasing of resources for economic development. Our 

concern over the arms race is based not only on our desire for peace and security 

in the world, but also and above all for the substaptial economic possibilities 

that v7culc1 flow from the stemming of that arms race. We in the developing countries 

believe that the resources that -v10uld thus be released, as preceding speal(ers have 

said, would to a large extent_ meet the nutritional, housing and clothing 

requirements of those in need. 
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In the vie>·: of my delegation, disarmRment implies the follovring: first, a 

cumplete 2r::ssation 0f the manufacture and stockpiling of nuclear and conventional 

veapous: secondly, the freezing and progressive reduction of military budgets~ 

tllirdly, the comnitment by the great Powers to be sincere with each other; fourthly, 

the continuation of discussions by representatives of all countries on the 

limitation of armaments: fifthly, the prohibition, progressive reduction and 

nltimately the elimination of nuclear weapons; sixthly, denuclearization of Africa, 

the countries of the Indian Ocean and the Middle East as part of the creation of 

!lUClear-vreapon-free zones: seventhly, the peaceful use of atomic energy by all 

countries to overcome the energy crisis; and eighthly, the conclusion of an 

agreement on general and complete controlled disarmament. 

Finally, my delegation would venture to state that the report on the 

"Economic and social consequences of the armaments race and its extremely h8rmful 

effects on vrorld pe8ce and security" (A/72/88/Corr.l) should be brought up to d8te, 

~:md that it should be studied very carefully by all the developing countries which, 

more than any others, are affected by the evils of the arms rAce in the 

controversial world in which we sometimes live in a state of anxiety becAuse of 

the behaviour of the great Powers which will bear a l8rge share of the 

responsibility if these appalling weapons are used. 

In deploring that situation, the Secretary-General of the United Nations~ 

Mr. Kurt vJaldheim, stated in his report this year: 

"We have become used to living in a highly unnatural state of affairs where 

the shadovr of nuclear weapons and of vast and increasing arrays of 

conventional armaments has virtually come to be accepted as the normal light 

of day." (A/32/1, p, 12) 

A previous speaker also added the following: 

"More than at any other moment in history, this shadow clouds the horizon of 

all nations, regardless of their lev~l of development or the geographical 

region in VThich they find themselves. Furthermore, the arms race is one of 

the principal factors that i~pose and call for the maintenance of the 

policies of force and diktat and interference in the domestic affairs of other 

State.s, and feed the hotbeds of tension and conflict in many parts of the 

"Vvorld." 

It is for all these reasons that my delegation welcomes the convening of 

a special session of the General Assembly. I am confident that it will give 8 nevT 
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dimension to the search for adequate solutions of these burning problems of crucir, l 

importance to mankind as a whole. He lmm.r that -vre shall in due course enter into 

the debate in the full awareness of our responsibilities and -vrith the consciencG 

of free men. 

The CHAIRMAN: The Committee has listened to the last speal<;er inscTibed 

in the list of speakers in the general debate for this morning's meeting. Tl1e 

Committee has thus concluded its general debate on the Bgenda items relating to 

disarmament. 

To sum up briefly, I would say that the Committee has benefited from tlle 

useful exchange of ideAs, from -vrhich many constructive proposAls and suc;gestions 

have emerged. That 1-rill help the Committee in its further consider8tion of tl1e 

items on disarmarr:ent. 

I should also lil<;e to say that in sccord8nce with the decision tal:en bv the 

Committee at its seventh meeting, after the conclusion of the genen"l deb8te:, i;he 

Committee -vrill allot the remaining 14 meetings for the discussion of the drAft 

resolutions. 

At its 16th meeti~g, the Committee also set the deadline for submitting draft 

resolutions as 9 November at 12 noon, and furthermore it has decided to devote the 

meetings on Monday, 7 November and Tuesday, G November to the introduction of all 

draft resolutions vThich have already been submitted by those dates, 8S -vrell 8S to 

a discussion of all or any of those draft resolutions. 

Up until this moment, the following draft resolutions have been submitted to 

the Commit:tee on s~veral disarmament items: the draft resolutions in documents 

A/C .• l/32/L,.4 an,d L.5, bpth under item 46~ the draft resolutions in documents 

A/C .• l/32/L .• 3, L.6 and L.8, all under item 51; the draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/32/L.7 under item 45: the draft resolution ,in document A/C.l/32/L.9 under 

item 39; and the draft resolution in document A/C.l/32/L.lO under item Ll-3. 
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'Therefore, I would invite those members of the Committee who have not 

introduced any of the aforementioned draft resolutions to do so at the meetings 

of this afternoon and Tuesday. I would also earnestly request the members to 

inscribe their names in the list of speakers in order to enable the Committee 

to make use of the time which has been allotted for the consideration and 

adoption of the draft resolutions and to avoid unnecessary extension of meetings 

beyond the scheduled deadline. If there are no comments, we shall now discuss 

the draft resolutions. 

ll1r. VEJVODA (Czechoslovakia): The general debate just concluded 

on the question of disarmament in the First Committee during the thirty-second 

session of the United Nations General Assembly has once again demonstrated 

that the ideas of peaceful coexistence and co-operation among States, 

regardless of their social and economic systems, are gainin~ ever more ground 

throughout the world, that there is growing determination by the majority of 

Governments to safeguard international security and peace, and that those 

who would clamour for war and hostilities among nations are condemning 

themselves to profound international isolation. 

Today, when th2 progressive forces throughout the world are commemorating 

the sixtieth anniversary of the glorious victory of the Great October 

Socialist Revolution, let it also be reca~led in this forum that it was this 

event which initiated in Soviet Russia a new epoch in man's history, an epoch 

of the construction of a world without wars and violence, without exploitation 

of man by man and of one nation by another. 

As a representative of Czechoslovakia and on behalf of the delegations of 

the People's Republic of Bulgaria, Cuba, the German Democratic Republic, the 

Hungarian People's Republic, the Mongolian People's Republic, the Polish 

People's Republic and the Socialist Republic of Romania, I should like to extend, 

on the occasion of today's sixtieth anniversary of the Great October Socialist 

Revolution, our sincere comradely congratulations to the delegation of the 

Soviet Union and the delegations of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic 
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and the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic on this outstanding jubilee, 

and wish them further success in the building of a Communist society in the 

USSR, as well as in the struggle for international security and i-TOrld peace. 

The very first document signed by the founder of the Soviet State, 

Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, was the Decree on Peace. The inspiring ideals of peace 

and the liberation of nations from exploitation and colonial oppression, 

the ideals of human dignity and equality for the sake of which the October 

Revolution was undertaken, met with an immense international response and are 

exerting an ever stronger i~fl~encc on the development of world events. A 

retrospective glance through those 60 years that have elapsed since the victory 

of the Great October Socialist Revolution shows that it Has the ideals of 

socialism, applied purposefully in practice, that sn~ceeded, in a historically 

brief period of time, in guiding the world out of the unending quagmire of 

wars, exploitation and oppression, and it is because of their influence that 

all peace-loving countries are able to look into the future with greater 

assurance. The guarantee of this is the establishment of the world socialist 

system and its growing strength, as well as the rise of dozens of new 

independent States that have freed themselves from colonial subjugation and 

have taken the road of peaceful construction and co-operation among nations. 

The Soviet Union, as the first socialist State of workers and peasants, has 

always been at the head of the struggle for positive transformation in the 

world. It has espoused and in day-to-day practice continues to espouse the 

ideas of peaceful coexistence which are a direct legacy of the Great October 

Revolution. This is borne out also by all the peace initiatives submitted 

year after year by the Soviet Union in the United Nations and to which this 

year new important proposals were added that strive to deepen and consolidate 

international detente and to prevent the danger of nuclear war. And again, 

the peace tradition of the 60 years of Soviet history has been remarkably 

proved when Comrade Leonid Brezhnev, Secretary General of the Communist Party 

and President of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, called for 

simultaneous halting by all Governments of the manufacture of nuclear weapons 

and the prohibition of all nuclear testing for a giv~n period of time. 
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The noble objectives of safeguarding lasting peace in the world have this year 
been embodied also in the new Soviet Constitution which we can rightfully 

call the constitution of peace, socialist democracy and humanism. As a firm 

component of the socialist community of nations, my country fully associates 

itself v1ith these objectives. 

I would like to proceed with the questions that are on our agenda today 

and explain the position of the Czechoslovak delegation in respect of the 

draft resolutions submitted in documents A/C.l/32/1.4 and 1.5 and in 

dccument A/C.l/32/1.3, relating to the question of the prohibition of the 

development and manufacture of new types of weapons of mass destruction and 

new systems of such weapons, and to problems of the non-proliferation of 

nuclear weapons. 

In our endeavour to achieve progress in disarmament and the 

liquidation of the already amassed stockpiles of weapons, we have in recent 

years ever more frequently been encountering indications that military 

technoloe;y has not yet pronounced its last word and that further nevi I·Jeapons 

are within its reach which in their destructive effects would surpass anythine; 

we have known so far. As repeatedly mentioned in the current session of the 

General Assembly, as well as in this Committee, an alarming example of such 

developments is the so-called neutron bomb. The Czechoslovak Socialist 

Republic has from the very bee;inning supported the 1975 prop8sa~ by the 

Soviet Union to work out and conclude a broadly conceived international treaty 

that vould prevent, in time, the development of all new types of weapons of 

mass destruction. The two years of negotiations on the Soviet proposal in 

the Geneva Conference of the Committee on Disarmament ( CCD), with the 

participation of experts, helped to clarify some of the most timely and most 

dangerous trends which the development of new types of these weapons and 

their systems could take. vJhat we have in mind are the so-called radiological 

weapons of a non-explosive character, devices using the effects of a 

radioactive stream of charged or neutral particles, and the so-called 

infra-sound and electromagnetic weapons. In the course o-: the expert talks 

it was clarified that all these trends of military research had sufficiently 

advanced to provide a basis from vlhich to proceed with the development and 
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subsequent mass production of such weapons. Particularly alarming is the fact 

that these types of weapons have not been limited by any measures adopted up 

to now in the field of disarmament, and that this qualitatively new stage 

of the arms race could be taking place with the participation of a. great 

number of States. There can be no doubt that a similar development, unless 

prevented in time, would have an outright destructive effect on international 

security and peace in the world. The said new types of weapons were therefore 

listed in an annex to the revised draft agreement submitted this year by 

the Soviet delegation to the CCD. The advantage of this proposal is that the 

list of weapons subject to prohibition could be further completed at any 

time in the future and it would be possible, if need be, also to conclude 

separate agreements. 
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The proposal also contains an effective system of verification as to the 

fulfilment of the oblic;ations adopted by the signatories of the future 

at;reement. The system has already proved its useful ness in the prcpara.tion 

of the Convention Prohibiting the Military or any other Hostile Use of 

Environmental Hodification Techniques signed last May in Geneva. The recent 

events in the field of the development and manufacture of "·:ce-1r types of ·Heapons 

of mass destruction confirm the vie1~ that it is necessary to continue intense 

negotiations and to strive for the earliest possible conclusion of an appropriate 

international agreement. At the same time the United Nations General Assembly 

should appeal to all States to refrain, for the duration of these negotiations, 

from any acts that would complicate the successful solution of this complex 

issue. The draft resolution submitted by the delegations of the German 

Democratic Republic, the Hungarian People 1 s Republic and the Soviet Union in 

docurnent A/C.l/32/L.4 in our view reflects correctly the need for continued 

negotiations on the adoption of an appropriate in-Gernationo.l ac;rcer,lent o:-.: 

ac;reements as necessary, if we really want to prevent the intensified 

continuation of hectic armamament and to ensure prot;ress in disarmament. It 

is for this reason that the Czechoslovak dele::sati on fully associates itself 

with the draft resolution that has been submitted and wishes to 

be inc.ll:ded o.monc; its sponsors. 

The delegation of the Czechosloval\: Socialist r:epu:Jlj c has also studied 

the draft resolution in document A/C.l/32/L.5, submitted by Canada, Great Britain, 

the Federal Republic of Germany and other Hestern countries, entitled 11 \Tee.po11s 

of uo.ss cl estTuction based 011 neu scientif:i c prin~iplesrr. He c.ppre~iatc: t~1e fo.ct 

that these countries also share our concern and renounce the development and 

manufc.cture of new types of weapons of mass destruction, as attested to by 

operative paragraph 1 of the said draft resolution. He nonetheless believe 

that the question of the complete prohibition of the development and manufacture 

of all new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction has nmr already 

advanced further and that the danger of these weapons is too great to allow us 

to rely on mere appeals and to talce it for granted that the Conference of t~le 

Committee on Disarmament will be able to act successfully after 1-reapons of 

this type have been included in the eqL:ipment of 8Tt11ies. ,Just such an 
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resolution. If 11e v1ere to rely on a similar procedure only) ·~:~e should 

necessarily lose sir~ht of the most important aspect of this u~lc;lP. "Qrc>")lellJ 

mmely the prcv<eoj1ti '.'e nature of the proposed prohibi tionJ and thus also 

its prospe~;tive ir,lportance in an ef::.ecti-re ljr.J.ite"tion of tl1e e.rms race. T!Iat 

is 11hy the Czechosloval\. delegation cannot suppoJ't draft resolution A/C.l/32/1.5 

and appeals to its sponsors not to insist on its being put to P. vot2, 

United Nations General Assembly L1 t11.e plenar} PXplo.ined in detail its 

jx,si-GL-'n in recard to the main questions concerning the activities of tte 

International Atomic Energy Agency and its report. I would therefore only 

reiterate that the Czechosloval-;: Socialist Republic fully supports all li1P2.2U)_·r:s 

desic;ned to stren.=.,then the existinc; system of non-proliferation of nuclear 

\IC:J.pcm:c: and to enhance the universality of the Non-Proliferation Treaty with 

the exception of measures that would obstruct the positive development of 

international co-operation in the field of the peaceful uses of atomic energy or 

roL,ld provtde advantages to one group of countries to the detriment of 

other countries. In this connexion -vre ascribe u·ec.t importance to the safec;uards 

o.nd cont:L'nl s.~ti vi. ties provifl.ed 'J:: the Inte:L'nation.~ l f;conj_c ::~nrcrc~>- li2,Pnc~-J 

to which all ;.::tates J Dc1 G ~n?t sc;me of them) should contT:i ·_~l}te tn t~lP 

c,reatest extent possible. It is on this basis that the Czechoslval-;: delegation 

supports draft resolution A/C.l/32/1.3 and holds thr= vievl that it should 1e 

adopted by consensus. 

Mr. ISSRAELYAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) · intr.r~prP.t.•tion 

from Russian): Mr. Chairman, I should like first of all to support the vorl:::ing 

procedure you have proposed on the submission of drc.f·~ l'esolutions, and I 

should lil-;:e to state that the Soviet Union will express its views on those 

alrec:.dy pj:oposed and will conclude consultations on a number of draft resolutions 

which will be submitted along with those of the Soviet delegation vi thin t:1e 

time-limit you have laid do-vm. 
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I sho1J.lrl no'.J lHce to confine myself to making a general comment l·lhich llas 

o direct bearing on this stage of our work. 

The Soviet delegation 1v-ishes to appeal to all delegations in these last 

fe1v days before the time-limit for the submission of draft; resolutions to 

attempt to m.rrou down as far as possible the differences be t1·reen States 011 

the various issues and agenda items relating to disarmament. Recently, snd 

in particular in the last few days, serious events have occurred and important 

statements have been made which cannot fail to have an effect upon our adoption 

of decisions on the items under discussion. At this point, and in this conneYion, 

I should like to draw attention to agenda item 40, "Urgent need for cessation of 

nm.:lear and thermonuclear tests and conclusion of a treaty designed to achieve a 

comprehensive test ban: report of the Conference of the Committee on Disannament n, 

and agenda item 49, "Conclusion of a treaty on the complete and general prohibition 

of nuclear-veapon tests". I should like to e:xpress the hope that delegations 

11hich have actively been vTOrking on the preparation of relevant draft resolutions 

11ill do everything in their power to ensure that the decisions of the General 

Assembly on these questions facilitate the successful continuation and, I hope, 

the successful conclusion of the most important talks relating to the prohibition 

of the testing of nuclear weapons in all environments and the prohibition of 

nuclear tests. 

Furthennore, I should like to appeal to the sponsors of the draft 

resolution on the report of the Preparatory Committee for the Special Session 

of the General Assembly on Disarmament to take into account the wishes - the 

persistent wishes, I would say - expressed by the Group of Eastern European 

Countries with regard to the possibility of expanding the composition of the 

Preparatory Committee. 

In conclusion, permit me on behalf of the delegations of the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and the Byelorussian 

Soviet Sccialist Republic, to express my warm gratitude to the Chairman of the 

First Committee, the Permanent Representative of Ghana, Mr. Boaten; the 

Deputy Foreign Minister of Czechoslovakia, Comrade Vejvoda, who spoke on behalf 

of a number of delegations, and all other representatives for the congratulations 

they have addressed to our delegations on the occasion of the sixtieth anniversary 

of the Great October Socialist Revolution. That historic date, which is 
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being marked by the Soviet people today, is being celebrated at a time 1vhen 

the First Committee is discussing in detail the problems of limiting the arms 

race and of disarmament. For our State, this problem is of particular 

significance. Disarmament is the ideal of socialism. In short, that is 

hmr the founder of the Soviet State, Lenin, formulated it as the major 

foreign-policy objective of the Soviet State. 'I'he task of disarmament is 

the lcey to the foreign policy of the Soviet Union today, and evidence of our 

adherence to this line is the action talcen by Leonid BrezhnE-"v, the leader 

of the Soviet Union, in making a ne1,r proposal designed to limit the arms :cace 

and to bring about the speediest possible decision and solution of the most 

urgent tasks in this field. 

I should like to take this opportunity to assure my colleagues in 

this Committee that the Soviet representatives in the United Nations vill 

uns1-rervingly 1rorlc touards this ultimate and important goal and 1vill 

together vith them strive for complete and general disarmament under strict 

international control. 
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The CHAIF\MAN: :Before calling on the those c.H::L>f)f'rs uho have asked 

to speak in exer0ise of the right of reply, may I remind this Committee of a 

decision taken by the General Assembly as follows: in the light of the 

recommendation of the Special Committee on the Rationalization of the 

Procedures and Organizations of the General Assembly, rules of procedure 

annex v, paragraph 78, the General Assembly has decided that delegations 

should exercise their right of reply at the end of the day vrhenever two 

meetings have been scheduled for that day and whenever such meetings are 

devoted to the consideration of the same item. The General Assembly has also 

decided that statements in the exercise of the right of reply should be 

limited to 10 minutes. 

I nou call on those members 1rho -vrish to speak in exercise of the :ri .. ~lt 

of reply. 

Jl1r. EILAN (Israel): :·lhen I last spoke in this Committee I expressed 

Israel 1 s hope that Arab representatives in this Committee would respond to 

Israel's initiative to reduce their military budgets 1 C"_s Isr.,.,_el ~1c_d dCJK; to 

accept Israel 1 s proposal to discuss arms control in the Middle East, and to 

enter into negotiations with Israel with a view to establishing a nuclear

veapon-free zone in the ree;ion. 

I also made an appeal to Arab representatives to abandon their sterile 

recriminations and to address themselves to the problem of disarmament in the :cc _:;io:1. 

It ~muld appear th2t I2rael's ap?eal fDr the ceEsntion nf verbal 

1rarfare in a Committee dedicated to peace went unheeded. The representatives 

of some Arab States sav fit to return with n:or:ot01~ous regularity to -vrhat has 

beccme for them an obligatory ritualistic incantation, C' \_1 ~'li nc; 7,ic.-,1islll u:i t.~1 

imperialism, neo-imperialism, racism, colonialism, neo-colonialism, and so 

on. I do not knmr if I have exhausted the long list of political expletives 

that some Arab delegations feel obliged to use vhen discussing Israel; :r 

can only say in regard to one of them - since they seem to have difficulty in 

pronouncine; the 1vord 11 Israel11 
- that I on my part 2,,1 very proud to represent 

a country "lvhich is indeed a ~:i- nj_st entity. 
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This Committee deals w·i th disarmament and in the exercise of my right 

of reply I wish to address myself to the subject under discussion. To those 

Arab representatives who use such absurd terms as nnuclear intimidation11 or 
11 nuclear blackmail!! I can only say that tl1e j llVita~~ind to hold c. confc::ce,Jcc to 

establish a nuclear-vreapon-free zone can hardly be described as nuclear 

intimidation by any party sincerely wishing to free the Middle East from the 

threat of nuclear war. 

In this context I should like to refer specifically to the statement of 

the Egyptian representative )J1 4 l'"c. v':mi~u". I have before me the press 

release as I do not have the verbatim record yet. I quote him as saying: 

nThe representative of Israel should realize that the international 

community had the intelligence to see through lies. Israel was the 

only State which opposed the establishment of a nuclear-free zone 

in the Middle East. rr 

The representative of Egypt apparently banks heavily on the failure of the 

collective memory of this Committee. Rather than accuse me of l'lel1do.ci·::. · 

he should have done his homework better and read the statement of the 

Foreign Minister of Israel in the : Eneral debate on 10 October. I have no 

choice but to read again the relevant passages of my Minister 1 s statement. 

He said: 

rrllith regard to another crucial aspect of disarmo.ment, Israel has 

frequently called on its Arab neighbours to join it in direct 

negotiations with a vievr to establishing a nuclear-free zone in the 

Middle East. Indeed, on this issue as on others, the Foreign Minister 

of Egypt_, Mr. Fahmy, has deliberately misled this Assembly. Israel 

firmly believes that such negotiations should lead to the •~nclusion 

of a formal, contractual, multilateral convention bet1reen all the 

States of the region, on the lines of such notable precedents as the 

establishment of a nuclear-vreapon-free zone in Latin America and the 

proposals for similar agreements in the areas of south Asia and the 

south Pacific. Unfortunately, the Arab States have totally rejected 

this call by Israel vhich, after all, is in the interests of all the 

people of the Middle East. On this occasion I repeat our proposal.tr 

(A/32/PV.27, p. 71) 
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I leave it to the Committee to judge vhether in the light of this 

statement Israel can be judt;ed to oppose or support the establishment of 

a nuclear-veapon-free zone in the Biddle East. 

l,s for the fantastic stories about nuclear theft, they were denied by 

the Embassy of Israel in '.;ashington on 26 October and again yesterday by the 

Prime Hinister of Israel. 'I·his James Bond type of story appeared for the 

Stor.e. 'I'he veracity of the statement can best be judged by the journalistic 

level of the original source. 

It has been saicJ. by an Arab spol:esman - an Israel nevrspaper has been 

quoted - that Israel has the hic;hest military budget in the vvorlcL 'I'he 

quotation vas, of course, inaccurate. On the other hand, uhat is true is 

the fact that Israel probably has the highest per capita military budget. 

This Ji18Y unfortunately be true. I doubt there is another country in the uorld 

that is obliged to spend nearly 30 per cent of its gross national product on 

defence. Yes, my countrymen carry a very heavy burden. ~Te vvould be very 

happy if -vre could devote much more of our budget to development, education 

and social velfare. Hmrever, if the tone adopted by some Arab representatives 

in this Committee is any indication of their countries 1 intention towards 

burden in order to survive. 

The military confrontation of the i\rab countries v·Ti th Israel is truly 

~rotesque in its disproportion. Their population numbers over 100 million, 

our population is t.~nee and a half million~ they occupy terri tory of 

5,378,000 square miles, in other -vrords a territory the size of the vrhole of 

:europe and Russia up to the n:c-.::t · ;,LljrcG1 '1e; Israel 1 s terri tory is 

approximately the size of the State of Rhode Island. /unont; them there are some 

of the richest countries in the v-rorld ui th a per capita income equal to or 

higher than that of the United States, outstripping in vrealth and :' 1 1nj ci0l 

pm.rer some of the most industrialized countries in the uorld. 
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A large amount of this income is being spent on armament. Since the 

beginning of 1976 the Arab countries have contracted to make purchases ·Horth 

$7 billion from the Eastern bloc countries and $21.6 billion from the West, a 

total expenditure of $US 28.6 billion, and they have the audacity to come to 

this Committee and preach disarmament. 

According to the International Institute of Stragegic Studies in London 

and the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, the folloving 

ratios existed in 1975 as betvreen Arab States bordering on Israel, plus other 

Arab States expected to contribute to those States, and Israel itself. 'I'he 

authoritative figures, as representatives know very vell, are: armed forces, 

5 to 1 in favour of Arab countries; combat aircraft, 3 to 1 in favour of 

Arab countries; tanks, 3 to 1 in favour of Arab countries; artillery, 

9 to 1 in favour of Arab countries; surface-to-air missile batteries, 

12 to 1 in favour of Arab countries. This is an aggregate advantage 

in armaments of 6.4 to l. If one takes into account 1-rhat has been acquired 

by those countries in the last t1m years, the ratio is probably nearer 7 to l. 

Surely, one vould expect the representatives of Arab countries \·rho 

spoke in this Committee to have more confidence in the military prmress of 

their armies than to feel threatened by Israel, outnumbering us as they do in 

various 1-reapons by nearly 7 to l and by 30 to 1 in manpmrer. The sheer 

logic of numbers speaks for itself. The Arab States have nothing to fear 

if it is peace they seek. Conscious as ve are of being able to repel 

any manner of attack by Arab countries on Israel, 1-re nevertheless appeal to 

them not to disregard Israel's offer to discuss the establishment of a 

nuclear-veapons·~free zone in the Middle East, arms control and peace, and, 

if they so wish, independently of each other. 

Mr. ALFARARGI (Egypt) (interpretation from Arabic): I vould reserve 

my right to exercise my right of reply at some future meeting in order to answer 

uhat the representative of Israel has said, because it is very late in the day and 

I vish to cast some light on his allegations on the basis of specific statistics. 

The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m. 


